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About This Content

The soundtrack of Pony Island by musician Jonah Senzel

Tracklist:

1. Pony Island
2. Enter Pony

3. The Machine
4. Sanctuary
5. The Island

6. Adventure Awry
7. Beelzebub

8. Louey's Playhouse
9. Louey's Playhouse (Puzzle Remix)

10. Escape
11. Hop, Skip, and a Neigh
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This game is not that bad, considering it's a demo. It's scary, but only if you want it to be. But then again, that holds for every
horror game out there.
The player hands really need some work though. The alignment feels off (I'd rather the hands be aligned with my own hands
rather than the controllers) and the skinning is absolutely terrible with fingers getting bent out of shape like a rubber doll.
All in all, a promising demo, though it needs a lot of work put in to become a full-scale game.. You run around town breaking
into buildings and licking everything. So basically just any normal day for me.. Crab cakes rescue is a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.
it is something you can play as a facebook game (cant make it more then it really is). I've tried on three separate occasions to
gain momentum with this game, with no success. It is flat-out boring, in my opinion. Unless you already enjoy card games, you
will probably not enjoy Runespell: Overture. The design of the game is actually fairly nice, but gameplay is extremely
repetitive.. Ironically, less expensive than most Lego sets, and I'd pay good money for an exploding Lego set.
10/10 was worth 15 bucks.. good modern p&c, compelling story, great art
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This is a Tower Defense where enemies are coming in a straight line to attack your towers. The most basic enemy takes half the
hp of your most basic tower. And once you put your towers in the upper half of the screen, the enemies are almost always
offscreen.
You spend more time repairing your tower that anything else.
One of the common strategy to play seems to lure the enemies in empty columns, then suddenly build a tower in front of them.
This way, you can have enemies onscreen getting hit by more towers.

Let's add that on the same screen, there are crystal deposits where you build stuff to get ressources, and you have special powers
(depending from your character). Also, it's really strange that the devs choose to make a vertical layer, where an horizontal one
would have given them far more space.

Aside the battle screen, there is a galaxy map allowing you to choose a level, and you have a small upgrade panel.

Conclusion
This is a barebone Tower Defense where the main gameplay is not really interesting.. Hello Steam user who is
wondering if this visual novel is worth their time. I'm going to tell you right now that the short answer is... Oh boy this
one was tough. To be honest, I have no idea if I'm recommending this or not as I type these words. This is definitely one of
those times I wish Steam allowed neutral reviews.

Pros
\u2013 the characters. Thankfully one of the most important elements of any visual novel (or really, any story driven
narrative) is done decently well here. Our heroine, Juliet, is a riot. Both her dialogue and internal monologues made me
laugh out loud more than one and she has a distinct, memorable personality which many player characters in this particular
genre of games generally lack. She also grows as a character no matter which route you're playing(although it is especially
evident in Kadin's route where she decides to give up pranking on her own accord instead of getting in trouble and being
forced to quit like in the other routes).The love interests are great too with each having their own motivations and feelings.
Romeo our animal loving honor student with a hidden troublemaking side, Richard the sweethearted bad boy wannabe who's
lost in more ways than one and Kadin the lovable loyal bubbly friend with a few hidden secrets. Each guy was great in their
own way and I couldn't help but love them when I was on their routes. No matter how sloppily told those routes were (but
we'll get to that) I also even like the side characters who had their own personalities and feelings too.
\u2013 The humor. This game is really good at pulling the unexpected laughs. Especially with how creative some of the
pranks ended up getting and just general the romcom tone of the whole thing. Even when you KNEW what was going to
happen, someone or something unexpected would come around and make the moment feel fresh and original.
\u2013 The art. It's not groundbreaking or anything but it is pleasant to look at and even with several characters being
related to each other and looking similar. Everyone had a distinct look even though two characters looked almost identical
(again will get to that). The chibi art was the best.
\u2013 The menu. Very user-friendly so even if you're not visual novel savvy it's no trouble to get used to it.

Cons
\u2013 the story. The story in this game is absolute cluttered mess! Basically the premise is Juliet is constantly moving around
with her parents who are big Shakespeare fans and writers and they just moved into a town that they use to live in an Juliet
ends up running into three boys who all knew her at one point in her life and she also has amnesia and can't remember
anything before the age of seven. Yeah, see how I tagged amnesia as kind of a side note; that's what the game does even
though that's supposed to be the main underlying plot of the whole thing. The worst thing is onlyRomeo'sroute actually
addresses the cause of the amnesia and the big reveal of the plot (which makes me think that it's the true route of the game)
while the other routes barely even touch upon it.Now this somewhat justified in Kadin's route because he met her after she
got the amnesia and already knew about it beforehand but this doesn't make any sense in Richard's route because he was
THERE when this happened! He knew her too so the fact that they don't really mention it at all in his route makes zero sense
from a narrative or logical perspective.Then there's also another girl that looks almost identical to Juliet also named Juliette.
When you playRomeo's route to find out that she's actually named Rosa and that you knew her after you got sent to the
hospital but it's never explained why she looks like you or why she has the same name just spelled differently and it's also not
explained why Richard knew the name Rosa even though she never shows up in his route which is just beyond confusing.Also
they never explain ifKat is really psychic or not or if she has multiple personalities and her other personality never shows up
in her brother's route which I thought was really strange because you think that the other personality will show up the most in
that route but nope.
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\u2013 The presentation. Okay this is where the game really tanks. The way the game tells the story is in a series of vignettes
which is not a bad way to do it. However, many times the scenes seem like they're caught off or just jump to the next thing
without having a proper conclusion many times. Sometimes it seems very deliberate. Like they're trying to do a cliffhanger
but other times just seem completely random and it's jarring as hell. There's also different variations that can happen in
routes depending on what you choose so sometimes characters will mention things that you would've never seen happen
because you chose the wrong choice.
\u2013 The endings. Again not in themselves are they bad but the normal endings almost felt better than the so-called good
endings. I think that they should of done two good endings and two bad endings.

Neutral
\u2013 the music. It sets the tone and has a distinct charm but not much else. It's also pretty catchy.

Alright after all of that... I think I will recommend the game but only for the characters and definitely on a discount of at
least 50%. The only reason I do this is because I thought the game has good characters and good humor even if it's story is
all over the place and its editing is terrible. If you do want to try it they have a demo so if it's really not your thing then you
should be fine.. Fun game to play offline or on car rides :). This game is sad. it's like shooting at a pile of moving polygons
whose textures are not even in RGB but only in RG because the colors are only two for the whole game combined in a
♥♥♥♥♥♥ and somewhat ignoble way. I threw my money in a puddle. sure it's better than Rocket League, but the comparison
is stupid because it's like if you ask if you want a bucket of pee or♥♥♥♥♥♥ please gayban remove it from this universe I
know you have the power to do it. Much better than the previous game. Graphics are better, UI, traps, etc. Pretty much
everything has been improved and upgraded. Would like to see more deadly traps though, most of the ones in this game are
easily avoidable.. AMAZING GAME. Great Software. If you are interested in the publishing feature (publishing directly to
youtube) you will want to go directly to the acoustica site though and get the version that is 10 dollars more.
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